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Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India, it is home to a number of ethnic
including the Turkic Uyghur, Kazakhs and Kyrgyz, the Han, Tibetans, Hui, Chinese Tajiks (Pamiris),
ls, Russians and Sibe. Growing up in an art family, my granny’s paper cuttings, father’s paintings, and
s photos were my initial exposure to art. As the devotion runs in the family, art has touched every stage
ry part of my life. However, the obsession was innocent, protected, delicate. In my childhood, the concept
was nonexistent in my view, as all nationalities were a family, until the occurrence of “7·5 Incident” in
was startled by the riot. From the 1990s to the 2010s, the East Turkestan independence movement,
st conflict and the influence of radical Islam have resulted in unrest in the region with occasional terrorist

part of my life.
On the whole, the majority of my works engage with content derived from the humanities and social
sciences. I am enchanted by gaining knowledge in regard to human well-being and mental states, like the topics
about collective wisdom and moral integrity. I also find fulfillment through probing into the varied social
phenomena and examine interpersonal relationships via diverse media, which come out of her self-experience
while delivering her empathy for others’ circumstances. I was deeply impressed by the saying from Lu You, a
poet of the Southern Song Dynasty: “On paper will sleep shallow, know this matter to practice”. In other
words, the knowledge obtained from books is ultimately shallow, and in the end, if you want to understand the
nature of things or things, you must also practice it yourself. I often took in nutrients from experiences and
hands-on practices I undertook. For instance, the field trip to New Orleans, Louisiana in 2013 inspired me to
ponder over the influential force of art on promoting people’s environmental consciousness. During the research
project Art Cart: Saving the Legacy at Columbia University, an introduction of artwork archives and
occupational therapy, drew my attention to the significance of recording the process of artistic creation. From the
internship at Pyramid Atlantic Art Center, I acquired the skills of other mediums, such as screen-print, papermaking, letterpress, and book art. This unusual work experience has given me new insight and in-depth thinking
on spatial installations. The learning of ceramics and glass deepened my understanding of nature materials; at the
same time, increased my levels of empathy during the making process. There are too many broken and
evanescent transiency around us, which are not always consummate. The conflict is hidden and probably
unresolved. All that is bursting with energy is disturbing. When the creation of material is limited to form, it is
just a craft; When it begins to substantiate the state of life or the expression of individuals’ emotions, it rises to

Gansu and Xinjiang, to Central Asia, West Asia and the Mediterranean countries, this ancient eastern and
n communication artery played a pivotal role in the history of the formation and development of human
tion. The Silk Road gave birth to many famous ancient civilizations, such as Mesopotamia, Egypt, The
rranean, Mesopotamia, Persia, Khwarazm, India and China. Mogao Caves in Dunhuang, enlisted as a
ultural heritage site, was my first focus of study that persists today. In my humble opinion, my last
s dissertation was never a conclusion, but a moment within my artistic development that prompted me to
e working beyond its confines. In 2018, I revisited Dunhuang with my teacher. Perhaps because of my
with Mogao Caves, while watching the immersive performance Encore Dunhuang, I was full of tears.
upon returning to Beijing, I started conceiving my work Provider Plan, in the hope that I as a modern
r can also do my part for Dunhuang. The inspiration was drawn from the straw checkerboard sand-barrier
ding Mogao Caves. The brittle materials exuded powerlessness—with the passage of time, the relics are
d to decay, regardless of arduous human interventions. Among the tokens of historical relics, an inviting
mine tried to arise cultural resonance between the public and the cause of heritage conservation. In the
hat historical relics could only long live in people’s memory, leaving a stretch of cultural wilderness
the work meant to provoke the public’s thoughts about civilization and conviction.
y past career has exposed me to the emerging field of art leasing industry in Beijing, which sprang up a
ago but has been greatly undervalued and stuck in stagnancy. Carrying with a spirit of adventure, I threw
into it. The in-depth investigations of enterprise zones of all sorts showed me the boundedness of physical
nd people’s varying degrees of ignorance toward artworks. These engagements not only enhanced my
ity to space and the conscious act of thinking deeply about sculpture installations, but awoke me to

undervalued in China until the outbreak of African Swine Fever in 2018, which triggered a series of market
effects. Significantly, this industry is easy to be quantified, and the details are often resolved in the process of
quantification. The underlying logic behind this is actually the same with artwork leasing. Bacon Factory, which
I devoted the most time among all the artworks, is the only one comprised of 6 parts. The whole set of work, on
the one hand, shows application of advanced technology in modernized cultivation and the influence on
productivity enhancement; on the other hand, arises audience’s curiosity to explore more profound contents in
life behind the seemingly ordinary foods, such as science and technology iteration, animal emotions, business
logic, and humanity. By presenting the meanings of food from a distinct perspective, the work is supposed to
trigger people’s thoughts about food and technology and deepen their sense of duty as a human. In a word,
stemming from life, art should not be estranged from life. Art creations should be based on learnings from nature
and implemented with the internal ideas of the artists, which emphasizes stimulating mental initiative to solve
problems. I wish to continue developing myself in this direction, and explore my research fields and creative
themes extensively.
Henry Moore said that there is a difference of function between beauty of expression and power of
expression. “The first aims at pleasing the senses, the second has a spiritual vitality which for me is more moving
and goes deeper than the senses”. Similarly, for me a work must first have a vitality of its own. When a work has
this powerful vitality I can hardly connect the word beauty with it because its intense life of its own is
independent of the object it may represent. This energy could be either positive or negative. For instance, if one
wants to be a mature tree, the crown of the tree should reach to the sky to the best, being positive; at the same
time, the roots should be rooted in the earth and extend downward as far as possible. Although it is pointed to the

ne will evolve in my era, and what possibilities there are in terms of content and presentation. What else
sts do at the same time? If painting is just a pure plastic art, it cannot go beyond the limits of the eye ——
, art is a dialogue with the soul. The artist is a dialogue maker creating from his/her perspective, his/her
ucation and history.
ave heard that the places we are going to are the hometown we have never met before. There can be
in any place, even in the wildest scenes. In any case, the future is here, and I hope to add a sense of
inty to my ongoing journey. I wish to have more real-world experiences and conduct more wholehearted
es with all walks of life; always be in awe of the spirit of eastern traditional art, and open up a road of art
ntemporary aesthetic character. I know that there are a great many new areas awaiting me to try.
ly, art has brought me successive curiosity and innocence, so that I can feel an inner sense of order and
ity at anytime and anywhere; therefore, enjoying its continuous nourishment on this extraordinary
ion. I will feast on the quest with unceasing impetus of art and create my own human legend.

(1125–1209) was a Chinese historian and poet of the Southern Song Dynasty. From "Winter Night 2. Reading Shi Ziyu". This poem was
the youngest son Lu Yu: “纸上得来终觉浅，绝知此事要躬⾏.

enry. "Statement for Unit One", in Herbert Read (Ed.), Unit One: The Modern Movement in English Architecture, London 1934, Pp.29–30.

Writing a thesis book about the story of my art life is a surreal process, which is harder than I thought and
more rewarding than I could have ever imagined. None of this would have been possible without the Graduate
Program Director/Assistant Professor, Heather Rowe. From reading the earliest drafts to giving me advice on the
structure and texts so I could edit, she was as important to this book getting done as I was.
I’m forever indebted to professors and artists Douglas Borkman, Amber Hawk Swanson, and William Miller
for their technical, conceptual and editorial help, keen insight, and ongoing support in bringing my stories to life.
Although this period of my life was filled with many ups and downs, my time at Rhode Island School of Art was
worth it. The time wouldn’t have been made possible without my cohort: Mia Rollins, Julius Cavira, Andrew
Storck, Roni Weiss and Zibby Jahns. Thank you for letting me know that you had nothing but great memories of
me. Thank you to everyone who strives to grow and help me grow.
A very special thanks to Dr. Luding Tong for her support for so long and recognition of my academic
progress since 2010.
To all those who have been a part of my getting there: Carla Edwards, Teresa Cervantes, Taylor Baldwin,
Laine Rettmer, Rob Blackson, Kai Ji, Abdulghani Al Nahawi, Nahyun Kim, Lara Kim, Yuxuan An, Jiaying
Wang, Zoe Schwartz, Chloe Kaylor, Agustina Markez, Mari Claudia Garcia, Yang Yi, Ndivhuho Rasengani, and
Hana Al-Saadi.
Wild geese have no trace, the leaves fall silent, I want to express my gratitude to my father and mother for
their love, sustaining me in ways that I never knew that I needed, and for giving me endless encouragement and
strength of moving forward.
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, I am very excited for your thesis project on your travels and discoveries on the silk road. I am curious
our plans are to link the unique artistic style of relics found in Sanxindui with your own practice, which I
a combination of personal, research-based, performative, and activist?
’t got any specific plans yet, but I’m really drawn into the discovery at Sanxingdui that challenges the
nal narrative of Chinese civilization spreading from the Central Plain along the Yellow River, and people
gun to speak of multiple centers of innovation jointly ancestral to Chinese civilization.

rigued by your approach to audience interaction/immersion in your previous works, and am wondering
lan to utilize similar modes of engagement moving forward. How does viewer involvement alter the
ual connotations of the work, and do you regard the viewers’ experience part of the artwork?
the artist is seen as a collaborator and a co-producer of the happening (with the audience), and these
ns can often have an unclear beginning or end. It makes me excited about how the viewer will reconstruct
ate the work at the moment of viewing.

your thesis research is super interesting and I am wondering in what ways are you planning to convey this
h? Is there a specific medium you’re thinking of using?
tion and painting would be my priority because I’m interested in exploring the cross-relationships and
ed meanings between different objects or pieces. It makes it possible to assemble my narratives through
nts. As for the materials, I’m totally open with it and do not want the idea restrained by certain materials.

Yes. That's how this school experience is distinct from the “general”. It could be more like a one-year art
residency, which conceptually nourishes me a lot that makes the thematic goal clearer. The field study in glass in
my homeland was a serendipity, from which I’m able to compare home and abroad, and learn how to incorporate
reality into considerations in my art thinking process.
There is such a rich and wide variety of mediums within the Bacon Factory series.. wondering if you could share
more about the process of making and choice of materials, and if you could also reshare your concepts in tandem
with the former?
This series of works were inspired by the introduction of face recognition technology for hogs in China in 2018.
Modern cultivation technique makes meat products for man able to be traced to the source, greatly enhancing
food security. Science and technology development has imposed a very positive influence on man, while
invisibly making man become more superior and tend to neglect details behind food. This series mainly consists
of 5 parts: pre-butchering management, stunning technique, butchering, processing, packaging & delivery. PPR
pipe, mechanical arm, LED light, projector, and other media were used to select and describe details in the
process from raising hog to processing food link by link. At the pre-butchering management stage, I mainly used
PPR pipe and shower head to present abrosia, showering, and pacifying that hog has to experience when waiting
for being butchered. At the stunning stage, I mainly used gorgeous lamplight to create an illusive, alluring, and
gaudy atmosphere. With staggered modulator tubes, a sharp matrix was produced, and people tried to find a safe
place in this limited space, with three postures showing a sense of powerlessness that is oppressed, enclosed, and
penetrated. At the third and fourth stage, paintings and a mechanical arm was used to show the precise but

end the whole cultivation. In a word, the whole set of work, on the one hand, shows application of
ed technology in modernized cultivation and influence on productivity enhancement; on the other hand, it
audience curious, and encourages them to explore profounder content in life that is closely related to
and behind seemingly ordinary foods, such as science and technology iteration, animal emotions, business
nd humanity, so as to deepen self-cognition and sense of duty as a human and trigger people’s thinking
ood and technology, thus giving food meanings of different dimensions.

ve listed a great number of theoretical models that have influenced the production of Provider Plan 2020.
of them play the biggest role in your research? Could you also explain more as to how the three phases
n response to the theorems?
logical separation and cognitive growth play the biggest role throughout three stages. The first stage
y presents the anger that I assumed when I was a baby. I was stern with myself about how I release my
nd why I have been cultivated in this kind of emotional mechanism. Omnipotent narcissism is the primary
force of life. The driving force of sex and aggression can be seen as the result of its evolution. Being
of omnipotent narcissism is kind of tricky especially when many people are unconscious and can easily get
. Then narcissistic rage would happen when a person becomes a monster and wants to destroy the outside
f it doesn't work the way she/he wants it to. To this point, I was inspired to make an edible clay plate in
One because I didn't think there's anything more destructive than eating. In Phase Two, I have gradually
d what it means to “nurture” a living being. So I wanted to have an experience of role exchange and made
en by raising butterflies. What happens to my state of mind when I become a provider?

exhibition opening was supposed to release all butterflies in a gallery.
I really enjoyed your presentation and research. A lot of your work seems to be connected with social issues both
past and present. What is your own personal/emotional connection to your research interests?
The world is a better place thanks to people who want to develop and lead others. What makes it even better are
people who share the gift of their time to mentor future leaders. Social justice, animistic thinking and compassion
always makes me care about how an individual/object evolves from the past and how it affects and shapes the
modern human beings and diversified context.
Very complex work, and very invested in delving deep within your personal space/identity and the universal/
world issues! How do you filter which to highlight and which to set aside?
It's a never-ending process of overturning and starting over. Mistakes could be a “filter”. I tend to think of it as
entertainment. And the time invested will tell.
Do you have any concept sketches of your process, like a visual document of your end goal in your conceptual
art, or is it all intuitive, or instinctive? How do you let your work evolve during your process?
I was often thinking-dominant in my early works. Now I'm more inclined to “make” or timely respond to the
space/material/subject. The “inner drive” makes the decision, not me. Whichever the ways you are comfortable
with, documentation is always helpful and can be deciphered again once you look back.
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influence in the arts is a resource,
and it’s there for her to use but by
no means to impose on her. She had
to find her own way, and carve her
own place in the art world, as she
explained it to me.
Yangyang is a classically
trained and skilled artist, which she
is not afraid to use if her work calls
for it. Initially, her work embodies

it was a blending of various cultures, heavy in various symbolism which were encased within the
uction of various components, like the casted hands and arms. Each element is representative of
rld. The massive number of details ranging from text tiles, color combinations, textures and
ent has a quality of being transportive into her culture but abstracted enough to work on what her
s trying to convey. This particular piece from Yangyang, has a similar awe I had the opportunity to
person Judy Chicago’s “The Dinner Party” installation in a museum. Judy Chicago’s table had
table women from history inscribed on the floor, and 39 dinner settings of famous women on a
lar table which were all chronicled. In certain respects, Yangyang’s project also has very
ed details, inscriptions, iconography, it was so much to digest! I believe both work is a visual
o the eyes, and what we were left with is devouring its many subtle messages and anecdotes.
ne of the handful of sculptures in “Bacon Factory,” a six-part installation: processing, facial
ition, stunning, butchering, packaging and delivering are some of the topics she chose to exploit.
was a movable mechanical hand, which looks like it can be programmed to do a task. Yangyang
ns that this piece represents the humanity taken out of the process of the slaughtering of the
, a cold steel hand slicing, dividing and packaging. This piece reminds me of Jean Tinguely. The
artist initially began making his work with found objects, usually out of junk and scraps but soon
e intrigued about mechanization, where he would incorporate motors and machinery that can be
ed. With his keen eye for the latest and greatest of gadgets and gears, his interests were rooted in
Constructivism and Supremacism, when artists started to experiment with sculpture in motion.

soul and witness the crude and heartless creations we made.
In conclusion, I find Yangyang’s work an exploration of philosophical discord, highlighting her
world and its practices, beliefs and perspectives which are completely foreign to me, yet a huge treat. In
hindsight I believe Yangyang’s work is very inspirational today yet, I know she has so much else to
produce because her broad potential easily seen.

Julius Cavira
November 2020
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ounds, and lifestyles share the same values such as openness and equality. Admittedly, this concept of
can be a rewarding, enriching experience, but it can also lead to an inescapable ambiguity, which further
people’s desire for and pursuit of “certain” truth. In our mundane-ordinary world, the way of things is
d. People see things that can be used, things that can be calculated, not things as they really are. As early
ineteenth century, Heidegger understood truth as occurrence, evolution, and course. From a
menological stance, everything is fundamentally ambiguous so the world is all shades of grey.
rthermore, Nietzsche is more thorough on the question in that “objective truth” is nothing but a reasonable
n. People usually arrive at a consensus of explanations on one issue, that this illusion is created. Thus,
he “common perspective” of people changes, the objective facts change. It is more accurate to say that
es not “see” the truth, but “makes” it. Here comes the question: in this post-truth world, is a society
d to perpetual split or discord? In my perspective, each individual is actually living in the “Empire of the

” where dealing with differences, paradoxes, and ambiguities are always critical. Art has played a pivotal
his ongoing learning process. In this paper, I’m going to expound the aesthetics of ambiguity and explore
ists in particular have the ability to play with cultural conventions in between.

being clumsy. Until the twentieth century, this general bias is challenged alongside the rules in a globalized
context. In my view, aesthetic as aesthesis is a kind of ambiguous possibility for me to feel the world with all my
senses and cannot fail to appear on the scene. We all know that rational sciences usually indicate abstractive
things, aiming to analyze, categorize and segregate the world. The scientific gaze requires distance that results
from ambiguous and fragmented pieces. Comparatively speaking, art requires close-up observation. Imagine a
clear picture is magnified by an infinite number of times, it will become increasingly fuzzier again. It can be seen
that the ambiguous condition is one of the most enduring and widely engaged-in phenomena of people’s lives,
and its aesthetics is likely to be discussed in everyday conversations about art. In this regard, I would like to call
it as “quotidian aesthetics of ambiguity” since it is not just about vision, it’s also about time.
It has long been my belief that human beings are the product of accidentalism since most of the world is in a
state of death, which is normalcy. It inspires me that “temporality” can be an irreplaceable variable in relation to
ambiguous aesthetics. According to Heidegger, temporality combines the past, the present, and the future in a
unified three-dimensional structure. In a similar way, if you think of blur as a sphere, transiency is just like the
eye that randomly gazes at a certain point of the ambiguous area. The spotlight of vision constantly floats off to
any part of the sphere, both inside and outside and on the surface; thus, every moment of the vision is constantly
changing and creating a new area. To put it another way, temporality represents a frozen moment of the past,
which indicates a point; the sphere is a constant blur, overlying an infinite number of faces that exactly forms the
aesthetic ambiguity. It is mysterious, unrestrained, infinite, brilliant, immortal and changeful, leading to the
unknown; it lies in the deepest part of nature and human nature, outside the common knowledge and common
sense; and it has great uncertainty……Warm but unacquainted.

nclude “physical items” or “mental items”. To my point of view, neither of these notions adequately
erize artworks. An artwork is outside an identity, which opens a niche area for me to see the world and
es my thinking. The most wonderful thing is that I can always start trying to label it and give it an identity
rd. As Antonio Negri says that the artwork is not a conclusion, but a starting point”.
some artistic practices, I see an interesting way of dealing with the world complexity which has shown me
ency of ambiguity. In the late 60s, a lot of art interventions have intentionally reflected a deliberate
ity in terms of the status of the artists’ artworks. For instance, Yvonne Rainer is an artist who is noted for
oach to dance. Her work “The Concept of Dust, how do you look when there’s nothing left to move?”,
t incorporate music and features a coherent flow of everyday movements like toe-tapping, walking, and
g. She treats the body more as “the source of an infinite variety of movements” than as the purveyor of

sides, in the composition “Water Walk” of John Cage in 1959, the artist initiates noise and silence for an
ment in order to question institutions of listening. Cage’s instruments consist of everyday sounds such as a
f wine, a whistle, a vase of roses, a water pitcher, a goose call, ice cubes, a rubber duck, a tape recorder,
e radios……all demonstrate his revolutionary idea on the concept of a musical performance without any
tional purpose. Also, Andy Warhol played on the ambiguity of pop-cultural artifacts that stirred together
-value, symbolic and ritual values of brand identities as well as their status as art objects. In short, as a
nent of their expressive or explanatory gesture, artists dare to tease out the status of their artworks that
e ambiguity at large.
de from the oscillation of function and value between the artworks’ statuses and multiple value systems,

into different, coherent, and mutually exclusive perceptual experiences”. It is especially evident in the poetry. In
the projective poem “Maximus, to Gloucester, Sunday, July 19” from Charles Olson: “The disaster is undone.
What was received as alien —— the flower on the water, that a man drowns that he dies in water as he dies on
earth, the impossible that this gross fact can return to us in this upset on a summer day of a particular tide”. These
verses describe that the sea was moved by the sincerity of the people, making the dead fishermen live again. All
associations of the Olson have no connection or logical relation. Based on the waves of his consciousness, each
line was to be a unit of breath and of utterance. Olson's consciousness and association activities are far beyond
the specific physical category, even some eternal and ethereal. It may be a little messy, but it is the revelation of
Olson’s true feelings. It also reminds me of Pollock’s painting, which seems that it has its own life, and the
creators simply give birth to the idea of the painting.
From above, it can be seen that the aesthetics of ambiguity manifests in various art forms, which also help
artists stay creative and reinvent themselves, especially in the fields of installation, participatory and community
art. It has been a trend that artists often highlight the gaps and blur the boundaries between the creator and the
audience to a large extent, which elicits a kind of vertigo response to the ambiguity at the heart of everyday
interaction. Specifically, Allan Kaprow’s happenings, without a clear beginning or end, have further extended
what is often referred to as the dissolution of art into everyday life.
In his seminal work “Yard” he recreated an immersive junkyard, which illustrates sculpture's expansion in
scale and made the “life like” and an “art like” art indistinct boundary. Since 1961, the work has been exhibited
eight times in Europe and America. Each time was slightly different in accordance to the particular spaces and
contexts. It is highly participatory that the viewer became part of the piece. Moreover, the artist Sol Lewitt began

s, conversations, are of interest. Those that show the thought process of the artist are sometimes more
ing than the final product”. Therefore, all the steps in the process are of importance.
ving said all that, people and societies are always gradual and we are in fact all in-between. Being
cally in the world, it does not mean to renounce the complexities, uncertainties, nuances, and
eneity of existence that ambiguity triggers. In order to avoid black-and-white polarities, I propose to
ledge and take the consciousness of ambiguities to the front, and even antinomies which it involves.
ge so we won't panic when change comes. Rather than using the eyes and ears, I would encourage one to
his or her aesthetic body mechanism in an all-around way. For example, one can experience or feel the
scenery while walking or driving —— smell it, touch it, even feel the rolling of the tires on it ——
, obtaining an impression of the scenery. This kind of impression is the space left for the imagination, in
people can experience subjectivity. In a nutshell, the aesthetics of ambiguity advocates that taking the
ody of the human being as an aesthetic sense——thereby, constantly improving one’s aesthetic cognition
o as to coexist harmoniously with nature.
e more one believes, the less one knows. Life is full of ambiguity that treads a fine line between
rated and improvised movement and dialogue. In spite of the general prejudice against the term, the study
guous aesthetics gives a stage to artists, thinkers, and researchers who challenge the boundaries of what
considered art. By revealing the aesthetics of ambiguity through art, I plea for aesthetics of ambiguity to
th the complexity of our living together on earth. Back to the question at the beginning of the article: in
t-truth world, is a society doomed to perpetual split or discord? I think “perspectivism” taught me not the
ty of split, but the necessity of humility. The more I know numerous eyes and different eyes view a

learning from those different facets of our own and of society at large.
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rticle “Art and Recollection”, the author Carroll Noel points out one of the central functions of memorial
to instill the ethos of the culture in its members. As a carrier of collective memory recording and
ng, memorial space plays a role in preserving the past to a great extent. It is long in my belief that all
of memorials is contemporary history. The memorials not only preserve the past, but also reconstructs the
a continuous process of projecting individual experience and interpretations, with the help of physical
ituals, writings and traditions, and recent psychological and social data, that is, with the help of the
. Based on the needs of realistic society, people select from inventory memory according to the conceptual
f the moment. Choice will lead to deviation, which may mislead the

Thus, each memorial has to consider important ethical problems in the way it treats its subjects and its audience.
For instance, how much the viewer "matters" in the experience of the memorial or what facts are being omitted
or repressed in this telling of the story. In this article, I will investigate different types of memorials in Beijing, so
as to reveal some critical problems through several representative examples of memorials; at the same time, I
will also offer some personal suggestions for improvement.
Similar to encapsulatory and incorporation memorials said by Stroud, the memorials in Beijing can be
roughly divided into the original site of the memorial (incorporation) and site of the memorial park
(encapsulatory). Encapsulated memorials are characterized by a strong sense of historical narrative, and their
messages are highly targeted and didactic. It usually consists of commemorative function (exhibition, protection
and education), research office function and subsidiary management function. An example that I’ll explore here
is the Museum of the War of Chinese People's Resistance Against Japanese Aggression, which was built on July
7, 1987.
As the only large-scale comprehensive thematic memorial on the subject, the Museum of the War of Chinese
People's Resistance Against Japanese Aggression is also a base for patriotic education and an important patriotic
education center in Beijing. Its external space is characterized by axis structure and symmetrical shape. The
internal organization is a typical linear spatial experience and the exhibition line length is more than 900 meters,
which is arranged in chronological order. The contents are mainly fixed exhibitions in the forms of historical
photos, cultural relics, projection, oil paintings, landscape installation, which make the space even more
abundant. The eight exhibition halls represent eight periods during the Anti-Japanese War, fully reproduce the
Chinese people's 14-year history of the war.

are able to bring personal and social memories into the experience of collective and communal memory.
uildings have historically been commemorated as a specific use function, so the core of their value lies in
servation of the original spatial scene. They usually do not have particularly clear boundaries. The
al function is mainly corresponding to a specific geographical location, which indicates a space range.
ly, there are about 30 incorporative memorials in Beijing, mainly located in the suburbs, including the
arters of the Communist Party Delegation of the Military Mobilization Department, the site of the 491st
Station, the site of the Mongolian and Tibetan School, and the site of the Conference Ground of the
ic of China.
e transmission of commemorative information is a process from space to audience. In other words, as long
ransmission of memorial information between the memorials and the audience is completed, the memorial
n of the space has been realized. Miscommunication is inevitable in the process of information
ssion either for encapsulatory or incorporated memorials. In fact, the question of remembrance is a
ental question of perspective and justice. How do we reconcile the former violence with the present
nity in a way that does not disgrace the dead or the forgotten? How we remember is as what we fail to
ber?
aesthetic psychology, the high-level forms of human cognitive activities include representation,
tion and imagination, which are also the main components of cognitive thinking. The premise for things
cognized by human brain is that there should be a clear pattern, such as images, words, or spatial form.
s cognition of memorials is carried out through visual image, which is a perceptual process of the
iveness of memorial space. In various types of memorials in Beijing, there are corresponding modes of

reciprocal and a mutual reinforcing. Without certain background knowledge, it will be difficult to realize the
commemorative significance of space.
At present, a large number of memorials in Beijing maintain their original form, lack of necessary publicity,
maintenance and environmental construction, lack of visibility and influence, and are often neglected. For
instance, the location and style of spatial signs are not uniform. Some spatial signs of memorial sites are clear
and eye-catching, some are poorly identifiable, and some lack basic spatial signs, which greatly affect people's
cognition in the understanding of memorials. Furthermore, many memorials are frequently invaded by other
functions due to their incorporation in urban areas. Some of these intrusions are related to the contents of the
memorial, such as the art auction company in the surrounding buildings of Xu Beihong Memorial Hall, the
Shichahai Society in Guo Shoujing Memorial Hall, etc.; while some intrusions have nothing to do with it and are
just an occupation of the space itself, such as the architectural design company and advertising company in Lu
Xun Museum. For small memorials, there is no management staff at ordinary times. The daily reception work is
mainly for companies and groups so that the opening time is not fixed——thereby, requiring people to make an
appointment in advance, which extremely constrains the memorial function and impact of the site.
For the problems mentioned above, I propose to improve the situation by coordinating people from multiple
departments at once. According to Noel: “By simultaneously addressing, the perception, imagination, memory,
emotions, and cognition with concrete images... It was deeply embeds the ethos of the culture in appropriately
prepared”. In view of the different characteristics of the ordinary memorial site and memorial park, it is feasible
to pay equal attention to parkization and publicization. The so-called parkization is the method of combining the
memorial sites with the construction of urban parks. In the article “Art as Experience,” Dewey goes to great

In Beijing, memorials are largely distributed in the urban fringe and suburban areas, where land is
ly abundant, so it is possible to build and expand memorials into a public park. Making it a landscape in
k, not only help to create a real scene and rich memorial atmosphere, but also increase the interest of the

addition, publicization has always been an essential way to improve the significance of memorials that are
within the city limits. However, it would not be appropriate to hold promotional events on the outskirts
ark in that the surrounding environment is complex and space is very limited in city. To improve the
y of the memorial sites within the scope of the city, specific measures could be setting up the space logo
memorial sites, introduction text and necessary illustration graphics.
r the unused “blank” part of memorial space, in which many memorials are generally occupied by various
unctions, administrative staffs should strive to break the lock-down and increase the accessibility of these
For example, it can be opened to schools, cultural units and other groups and as much as possible in
ation with holidays; therefore, making those memorials more ”approachable“, or at least to make people
of the existence of the memorial space through written instructions. A few memorials can appropriately
e management standards under certain conditions, and incorporate some operational activities. However,
mise is that they must be based on cultural and artistic activities. The business content must be closely
to the theme of the memorial, so as to attract people to visit. In addition to the sale of souvenirs, books
rks of art related to the memorial theme, operational activities can also include cultural and artistic
on and exhibition activities. Xu Beihong Memorial Hall, for example, uses the central hall as a "Chinese
lery", which creates a rich artistic atmosphere that complements the memorials.

characteristics of memorials in Beijing above, I tend to solve a couple of specific problems with regard to a
commemorative collective imagination. I stand for putting art-making in the service of a social purpose to
achieve the effect and value of memorialization.
The educational function of memorial space is a special form under the discipline system of modern society.
Collective memory and indoctrination function are the main functions of memorials. In the information
transmission stage, memorial art renders the ethos of the culture accessible to its citizens by mixing sense and
sentiment, feeling and information. Direct perception includes human sense organs such as vision, hearing and
touch; indirect perception mainly relies on books, media, networks and other tools to receive information, aiming
to arouse the psychological awareness of the audience to realize the meaning of memorial. In fact, no matter in
the spatial domain or in the psychological domain, the purpose is to guide and restrict people's thoughts and
behaviors in the memory and commemoration, so as to make the urban ideology move within a preset
framework.
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